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Introduction
This Survey analyzes the laws governing the use of commercial agents and
intermediaries in Algeria, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Libya, Saudi Arabia, Syria and the United Arab Emirates. In this Survey, the
term "agent" is used to include persons performing a broad range of market-
ing representation services. An "agent" for purposes of this Survey encom-
passes both the expediting agent (who assists in obtaining visas, housing, and
the like for his foreign principal) and the procuring agent (who assists his
principal in securing the sale of goods or services). The term "agent" as used
herein is not limited to a formal agent who represents his principal pursuant
to a general or special power of attorney. In fact, a true "agent" with power
to bind his principal is not common in the countries covered here.
The political and economic systems of the countries surveyed here, and
their attitudes toward the use of agents by foreign companies, may be roughly
EDITOR'S NOTE: This Survey does not examine the laws of commercial agency in all countries
in the Near East and North Africa. For example, Oman, Somalia, Yemen Arab Republic, Peo-
ples Democratic Republic of Yemen, Tunisia, and Morocco are not included.
*Messrs. Taylor and Weissman are members, respectively, of the California and Massachu-
setts bar. The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Brian K. Atchinson, David H.
Ott, Dan M. Burt and Mohammed Javade Chaudri in the preparation of this article.
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divided into two basic categories of socialist and capitalist countries. While
both groups of countries regulate the use of agents, the socialist-inclined
countries such as Algeria, Iraq and Libya have sharply curtailed the activities
of private-sector agents. In contrast, the more capitalistic countries such as
Saudi Arabia have generally retained the traditional use of agents, albeit
under increasingly strict regulatory schemes aimed at curbing past abuses
such as corruption and undue influence.
The following discussion of the agency law requirements of the various
Middle Eastern countries will focus on their statutory law. These statutes
must be read, however, in light of the principles of Shari'ah or Islamic law.
These principles and the strictness with which they are applied vary from
country to country. For example, Islamic law is less significant in Egypt,
which is relatively Westernized, than in strictly orthodox Saudi Arabia or the
new Islamic Republic of Iran. For example, Iran's recently published draft
constitution specifies that all rights are subject to the restrictions imposed by
Islamic law.
Finally, the statutory law on which this Survey is based is subject to local
judicial and administrative interpretations and rulings. Accordingly, the
reader should seek to ascertain the most recent interpretations and rulings, as




Consistent with its socialist philosophy of expanding state involvement in
commerce and trade, Algeria has created a state monopoly over foreign
trade, completely eliminating the traditional role of private agents as in-
termediaries, promoters and facilitators of business. No private individual or
legal entity may serve as a representative, delegate or agent of a foreign com-
pany.
B. Laws Applicable
Law No. 78-02 of 1978 ("Law 78-02") made sweeping changes relating to
the use of agents in Algeria.
1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED
Article 2 of Law No. 78-02 gives the state and its agencies an absolute
monopoly on the import and export of goods, supplies and services. Con-
tracts between foreign enterprises and private agencies for commercial or
representative services are prohibited. The law forbids private import and
export businesses as well as enterprises principally concerned with preparing,
negotiating or performing foreign trade operations. Article 9 of this law
prohibits recourse, in the operation of foreign trade, "to any intermediary,
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directly or indirectly, in the preparation, negotiation, award or execution of
any agreement or contract . ..."
Article 10 of Law No. 78-02 defines an "intermediary" as any individual
or legal entity paid or promised payment or any benefit for "a service of any
nature . ..with a view to promoting the conclusion of an agreement or
contract for the benefit of the non-Algerian party paying him . . . ." To be
deemed an "intermediary" under article 10, the person must also: (1) take
advantage or promise to take advantage of "real or supposed relationships"
with the government or its entities; (2) attempt to persuade the foreign com-
pany of his ability to exert such influence; or (3) procure or attempt to pro-
cure information or confidential documents "that could enable the non-
Algerian party concerned to improve its offer or derive advantage" in
obtaining an agreement or contract.
Article 11 of Law No. 78-02 allows an exception for certain professien~l
groups and persons performing consulting, research and support services.
These services may be sought in preparing and implementing an agreement or
contract, provided any professional person "directly and in actual fact"
conducts his activities within the framework of his profession as regulated by
law. However, article 21 warns against disguised agencies, that is, activities
used as a "cover" for persons to engage "in corruptive practices, pressuring
or intimidation, or for intermediary activities as defined in Article 10 ... "
Article 21 makes it clear that this exception is narrow but specifically includes
the activities of lawyers in courts and other tribunals of justice.
2. NATIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
Article 17 of Law No. 78-02 provides that no individual of Algerian na-
tionality may "in any manner or in any place, either in Algeria or in another
country, act in a private capacity in . . .transactions of foreign trade with
Algeria," either individually or though legal entities wholly or partly owned
by Algerian nationals. Article 17 makes this proscription:
equally applicable to individuals of foreign nationalities for transactions of foreign
trade in which the Algerian party, acting for the profit of the State or an entity of the
State. . .is a public official or agent to whom such foreign individuals are related,
whether by family blood ties or through marriage.
Under article 22, the government may grant import licenses to foreign
enterprises acting under a contract with the State which makes the foreign
firm responsible for the importation and transport of materials and products
intended for a project. The government also may grant import licenses to
private Algerian legal entities concerning merchandise, not for resale in Alge-
ria, which is needed for production and for which no State agency has yet
been appointed.
Article 20 permits private export and import by foreign enterprises "work-
ing in Algeria, for the exclusive account of the State" or an entity thereof,
provided the firm's Algerian operation is run by an executive of the same
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nationality as the firm. The foreign firm must first obtain special authoriza-
tion from the Minister of Commerce for this exemption.
3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
Not applicable.
4. PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT
There is no international procurement by the private sector except in the
rare case of an exemption granted under article 20 to a foreign enterprise or in
the case of an import license granted under article 22, discussed above.
5. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
The prohibition of Law No. 78-02 against private agents and the creation
of a state monopoly for foreign trade means all such trade falls within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the State and its agencies.
6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Not applicable as agents are not allowed.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
Article 12 of Law No. 78-02 requires that every contract between a foreign
enterprise and the state include a lengthy "Clause Excluding Interme-
diaries," which in effect summarizes the key provisions of Law No. 78-02.
Any contract which fails to include the clause is null and void. Article 13
prohibits a civil servant or agent of the State from signing a contract with a
foreign firm which does not include this clause.
8. PENALTIES
Penalties are imposed on both an Algerian agent and a foreign company
for violation of Law No. 78-02. A foreign company violating this law is
punishable by heavy fines or expulsion from Algeria. In practice it appears
that, to date, no foreigners have been arrested or imprisoned for violation of
this law.
Persons acting as agents are subject to a variety of sanctions under the
Algerian Penal Code. In addition, payments made to agents may be confis-
cated.
It may be possible for a foreign enterprise to retain an Algerian consultant
to assess business opportunities (without taking orders) or to accompany a
company officer in Algeria to make introductions and provide assistance.
Enforcement of Law No. 78-02 appears to vary depending on the government
ministry or agency involved and the degree of Algerian interest in a particular
project or transaction. Any use of intermediaries in Algeria, however, re-
mains risky given the broad scope and uncertain application of Law No. 78-
02.
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II. Egypt
A. Introduction
Until 1974, Egypt limited all export and import activities to a handful of
public sector trading companies. Egypt's new "open door" policy toward
foreign investment, Law No. 43 of 1974 ("Law No. 43"),' increased the role
of foreign investors as well as of the private sector.2 Projects and enterprises
which fall under Law No. 43 may import and export by themselves or
through an agent. Such projects and enterprises are exempted from the laws
and regulations governing imports and exports.
For sales of goods which fall outside the "open door" policy of Law No.
43, an agent is required when dealing with the government, but not when
dealing with the private sector.
B. Laws Applicable
Laws regulating commercial agents include Law No. 118 of 1975, ("Law
No. 118/1975");' Decree 1906 of 1974 ("Decree 1906/1974");" Decree 733 of
1975 ("Decree 733/1975"); and Law No. 117 of 1975, ("Law No. 117/
1975").I
1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED
Law No. 118/1975 requires foreign companies to retain a commercial
agent when submitting bids to any government organization. The commer-
cial agent may be a public sector trading company or a private sector person.
An agent must also be retained by a foreign company that has a presence in
Egypt in the form of commercial support services, such as a representative




Egypt permits both public sector trading companies and private sector
agents. Foreign companies often prefer to use private sector agents because
public sector trading companies often serve as agents for competing foreign
companies supplying similar goods.
A private sector commercial agent must satisfy several requirements under
Decree 1906/1974 to practice in Egypt. An agent must be an Egyptian citizen,
born of an Egyptian father, and resident in Egypt for five years prior to his
'Law No. 43 of 1974, as amended by Law No. 32 of 1977.
'See also Law No. 93 of 1974 (authorization to represent foreign companies in Egypt).
'Law No. 118 of 1975, implemented by Decree 1336 of 1975.
'Decree 1906 of 1974, as amended by Decree 14 of 1976.
'Law No. 117 of 1975, implemented by Decree 604 of 1976.
'Egypt does not permit foreign-owned companies to maintain sales offices. Many firms, how-
ever, maintain "technical consultants" or "scientific offices" in Egypt. These offices enable
foreign-owned companies to provide technical data and other information.
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application. The agent must be certified as adequately qualified by an appro-
priate professional association or Chamber of Commerce. He must not be, or
have been, a government employee in the two years preceding his application.
Finally, he must not be an immediate relative of a high-ranking government
official.
If the private agent is a partnership or corporation, it must be completely
owned by Egyptian citizens born of Egyptian fathers and resident in Egypt
for five years prior to the company's registration. The company must main-
tain its head office in Egypt, and all partners or shareholders, directors and
senior management must be Egyptian citizens.
3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
There must be a direct contractual relationship between the foreign princi-
pal and the Egyptian agent. Therefore, a foreign company may not appoint a
non-Egyptian general area representative unless the principal maintains a
direct relationship with the Egyptian agent.
More than one agent may be appointed by a foreign company, but each
agent's territory of exclusive representation must be clearly defined.
4. PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT
An agent is not required when selling to the private sector. However, the
importation of certain "essential commodities" is restricted to public organi-
zations. These "essential commodities" include various foodstuffs,
clothing, and luxury items. This list of restricted commodities has been
amended frequently.
5. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
Most imports are purchased by the government. Law No. 118/1975,' re-
quires all foreign companies to retain commercial agents to be eligible to
submit bids to any government entity.
6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Decree 1906/1974 requires every agent to register with the Ministry of
Foreign Trade. Decree 1906/1974 prohibits representation of a foreign com-
pany by a private sector agent when the foreign company is already validly
represented by a public sector trading company.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
A written agency agreement must be registered with the Ministry of Trade,
specifying all financial arrangements, the nationality of each company pro-
ducing products covered by the agreement, the legal relationship between
principal and agent, and the territory and term of the agreement.
'Law No. 118/1975, as amended by Decree 733/1975 and Decree 947 of 1976.
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8. PENALTIES
Egypt imposes substantial penalties on persons acting as commercial
agents in violation of its law. There are fines of up to j E. 1000 or equal to
the value of the goods imported in contravention of the law. In addition,
commodities imported in violation of Law No. 118/1975 may be confiscated.
Fines also may be imposed for furnishing incorrect information upon regis-
tration, and violators may be banned from acting as commercial agents in
future transactions with the government.
The primary penalty imposed on a foreign company violating Egypt's
commercial agency laws appears to be loss of time, since the foreign company




This discussion is based on the laws of Iran prior to the establishment of the
revolutionary Islamic regime. It is likely that significant changes will be made
in the Commercial Code of Iran by the new government so as to align it more
closely with traditional precepts of Islamic law. The following discussion is
included for its value as the legal and historical background to whatever new
commercial agency law may emerge in Iran.
Prerevolutionary Iran imposed very few restrictions on foreign commer-
cial agency arrangements in the commercial sector compared to other coun-
tries in the Middle East.
B. Laws Applicable
The main source of law governing agency relationships was the Commer-
cial Code of Iran of May 1932, as amended.
1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED
Iranian law permits brokers,' commission agents,9 and commercial repre-
sentatives.
2. NATIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
Iranian law apparently made no distinction between foreign and local
agents in the application of these provisions to private sector trade. A local
agent, whether an individual or a company, was not required to be Iranian.




3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
In general, the government has preferred dealing directly with foreign sup-
pliers, rather than dealing through local agents. However, there appears to
have been no legal requirement that a supplier be the actual manufacturer of
the goods.
4. PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT
There have been no limits upon appointment of agents to represent sup-
pliers in the private sector.
5. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
There have been restrictions, however, on the use of agents in government
purchase transactions. Since 1975, the Ministry of War has prohibited the use
of agents or intermediaries in defense procurement. A seller has been re-
quired to execute an affidavit affirming that the price did not include fees
paid to agents, representatives, or consultants. In non-military government
purchases, a seller has been permitted to employ an agent but was required to
execute an affidavit making full disclosure of all agency arrangements, in-
cluding agents' fees, affecting a particular sale.
6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Local agents of foreign manufacturers have been required to register with
the various government organizations in order to obtain invitations to bid.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
Since 1975, the Iranian government, in an effort to limit illegal payments,
has required an affidavit from the seller disclosing all agency arrangements in
nonmilitary government procurement and certifying that no agents' or con-
sultants' fees were included in the price of military procurement. This re-
quirement has been very troublesome because it was poorly drafted, making
its scope of application very unclear.
8. PENALTIES
Willfully false statements on the affidavits may lead to criminal penalties
for both the company representative executing the affidavit and the com-
pany. In addition, civil liabilities may be assessed, including punitive dam-




The socialist government of Iraq places severe restrictions on commercial
agents acting on behalf of foreign enterprises. The use of agents is prohibited
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in dealing with government departments and ministries and also in cases
where a public sector monopoly exists for a particular commodity.
B. Laws Applicable
The laws applicable to commercial agents are the Law Organizing Com-
mercial Agencies," and the Law for Punishment of Illegal Intermediaries.
1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED
Law No. 208/1969 broadly defines commercial agency as:
Every commercial business carried on in Iraq by a person in the capacity as agent for
a foreign real or juristic person or organization, whether it is a commercial agency,
commission agency, trade representation of brokerage and all other forms of agen-
cies set forth in the Trade Law and Trading Companies Law.
The definition is intended to cover all functions of an agent or intermediary
in any transaction. Under Law No. 8/1976, commercial agents may only be
used for private sector procurement of items not covered by any state monop-
oly.
2. NATIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
Article 2 of Law No. 208/1969 provides that a commercial agent must be
an Iraqi citizen,' 3 resident in Iraq, registered with a Chamber of Commerce
and having a place of business within Iraq. A company acting as an agent
must be wholly owned by Iraqis (or other Arab nationals on a reciprocal
basis).
3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
Iraqi law prohibits as a "hidden agency" an arrangement whereby a for-
eign regional agent appoints an Iraqi sub-agent. This results from the require-
ment that a commercial agent must be an Iraqi citizen and resident.
An agent may represent more than one company.
4. PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT
A duly licensed commercial agent may be used to import to the private
sector. However, article 4 of Law No. 208/1969 forbids agency arrangements
covering items whose importation is restricted to a public sector monopoly.
The continued expansion of the Iraqi public sector has resulted in an increas-
ing number of products that may not be imported by a private agency.
"Law No. 208 of 1969, as amended ("Law No. 208/1969").
'"Law No. 8 of 1976 ("Law No. 8/1976").
"Under certain conditions, non-Iraqi Arabs may be appointed.
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5. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
The use of private agents in sales to government departments or public
sector entities is forbidden as these departments and entities are required to
deal directly with their foreign suppliers. A foreign enterprise must notify the
appropriate department or entity of any use of an agent or face possible
exclusion from contracting with the government. Virtually all Iraqi govern-
ment agencies have eliminated the role of agents in tenders, bids and contract
negotiation. Any government employee acting as an intermediary or improp-
erly affecting the fairness of tenders and bid procedures may be sentenced to
death.
6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Article 2 of Law No. 8/1976 requires all agents to be registered with the
Directorate General of Company Registrations and Control.
Iraq requires that the agency appointment documents be translated into
Arabic, notarized, and certified in the principal's country by the Iraqi Consu-
late and in Iraq by the Income Tax Directorate, the Central Bank, and the
Ministry of External Affairs. These documents include the agency agree-
ment, an unlimited guarantee by a principal of his agent's performance, and
an affidavit of Israel Boycott Principles.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
Law No. 8/1976 requires that a principal give an unlimited guarantee of his
agent's performance. A principal on whose behalf an agent acts must accept
responsibility for the agent's failure to fulfill his obligations.
In addition, the principal must execute an affidavit of Israel Boycott Prin-
ciples. The affidavit requires an affiant to state:
1. We do not have a branch of our factory in Israel.
2. We do not have an assembly factory in Israel directed by us or on our
behalf.
3. There are no general agents or central offices for the Middle East in
Israel.
4. We do not grant the right of use of our name in Israel.
5. We do not participate in Israeli factories or companies.
6. We do not give advice or expertise to Israeli companies.
7. We are neither boycotted economically nor have any relation with
Israel.
A United States company and its controlled-in fact foreign affiliates gener-
ally may not furnish this affidavit without violating the Export Administra-
tion Act of 1969.1 ' In addition, depending upon the precise language and
circumstances of the transaction, the Treasury could deem such a statement
to be evidence of participation in or cooperation with an international boy-
"50 U.S.C. § App. § 2401 et seq. See also Export Administration Regulations, 15 C.F.R. §
369.2(d)
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cott under section 999(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.'5 If such an agree-
ment were found, the United States taxpayer would be subject to the Code's
antiboycott tax penalties-loss of foreign tax credits, deferral, and DISC
benefits.
8. PENALTIES
The penalties under Law No. 8/1976 are severe. A foreign company which
appoints an agent or intermediary without complying with the procedures of
Law No. 8/1976 may be blacklisted and boycotted under article 1.
An agent or intermediary who violates this law may be imprisoned for life
under article 3 of Law No. 8/1976. If the violating agent is a corporate entity,
it may be fined a minimum of 10,000 Iraqi dinars. Furthermore, the agency's
assets may be liquidated, and the person responsible may be sentenced to
imprisonment.
Article 4 of Law No. 8/1976 provides that a government employee who
acts as an intermediary for the purpose of concluding a contract with the
government, or who intentionally violates the conditions of contracts for a
fee or other material benefit, may be sentenced to death or life imprisonment.
In addition, any person acting as an agent without being licensed or who is




Jordan prohibits commercial activity by a foreign company in Jordan
without the Prime Minister's approval under Defense Regulation No. 51 of
1978 ("Law No. 51/1978"). A foreign company, however, may sell to local
importers who have business licenses to trade in Jordan and, in some cases,
importing licenses to import the goods specified by Import Regulation No. 78
of 1976 ("Law No. 78/1976").
B. Laws Applicable
The law governing agents is the Commercial Agents and Intermediaries
Law. 16
1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTMTIES PERMITTED
Article 2 of Law No. 20/1974 includes within the definition of commercial
agent, "[tihe commission agent, the agent distributing for his own account,
the agent distributing for a foreign firm [which has a foreign principal office
as well as] other agents who carry on similar business, including advertising
and publicity." A commercial intermediary is defined as "[any person who
"I.R.C. § 999(b)(3).
'Law No. 20 of 1974 ("Law No. 20/1974").
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practices the profession of intermediary in the conclusion of commercial
contracts between two parties [for] a special fee."
2. NATIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
Article 4 of Law No. 20/1974 provides that an agent or intermediary who is
a natural person should be a Jordanian of not less than twenty years of age.
He should reside and maintain an office in Jordan. He should be registered in
the Commercial Register at the Ministry of National Economy. An agent that
is a partnership should be Jordanian and maintain a local office. The major-
ity of its capital should be owned by Jordanians. If the agent is a shareholding
company, it should be Jordanian and a majority of its board of directors
should be Jordanian. In each case appropriate registration requirements
must be met.
3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
Article 8 of Law No. 20/1974 requires a direct relationship between an
agent and principal. This precludes the use of a general area agent or interme-
diary who appoints a Jordanian subagent to act on behalf of a foreign princi-
pal.
4. PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT
Law No. 51/1978 prohibits any foreign person, individual or corporate,
from conducting business activities on his own behalf or as an agent for
another without the Prime Minister's written approval. However, the law
exempts from this requirement a foreigner's participation in governmental
public tenders, bids, and contracts for which international offers were in-
vited.
Law No. 51/1978 prohibits any foreign trading company engaged solely in
importation from undertaking commercial activities except as a minority
shareholder or partner in a Jordanian firm and with an equity contribution of
at least 100,000 Jordanian dinars.
Jordan requires use of an agent when a foreign company is selling products
in the private sector without opening a local branch or office.
5. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
Jordan does not require a foreign company dealing directly with the gov-
ernment to retain an agent. Moreover, Provisional Law No. 23 of 1979 pro-
hibits persons from acting as commercial agents or intermediaries in the im-
port or sale to the government of military equipment, including weapons,
parts and ammunition.
Though a company generally has a choice of using an agent or interme-
diary in public sector dealings, once it decides to use an agent, it may be
bound by the regulations governing the activity of agents and intermediaries
operating within the private sector. For example, a company using an agent or
intermediary in a direct importation transaction with a government depart-
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ment or organization is prohibited by Article 13(a) of Law No. 20/1974 from
paying any commission to any agent or intermediary not registered in accord-
ance with the law.
6. REGISTRATION
Article 4 of Law No. 20/1974 requires all agents and intermediaries to be
registered in the Commercial Register at the Ministry of National Economy.
Furthermore, an individual agent should be a member of either the Chamber
of Commerce or the Chamber of Industry. An agent which is a partnership or
shareholding company should be registered in one of the Chambers of Com-
merce.
A prospective agent must include with his application to the Ministry of
National Economy a document certifying that his prospective foreign princi-
pal is not on the Arab Boycott List.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
In addition to the requirement that the agent's principal not be on the
Boycott List, the agent must be directly related, without intervening interme-
diaries, to the principal. The Minister of National Economy may investigate
this relationship under article 8 of Law No. 20/1974.
8. PENALTIES
Article 21 of Law No. 20/1974 provides for fines of not less than 100
Jordanian dinars for violations of the agency law.
Article 15 of this law provides that an agent's registration will be cancelled
if he commits a breach of Law No. 20/1974 or if it is proved that he gave
incorrect information in the application for registration.
VI. Kuwait
A. Introduction
With certain exceptions for "small business" and "simple occupations,"
all foreign businesses operating in Kuwait must have either a Kuwaiti com-
mercial agent or Kuwaiti participants owning at least fifty-one percent of the
entity's capital. The Ministry of Commerce and Industry has held that pro-
fessional consultants performing engineering, architecture, accounting,
business management and other consulting services are not subject to these
requirements. Such professional consultants should register with the Minis-
try of Planning.
B. Laws Applicable
The main sources of applicable law are Law No. 2 of 1961 ("Law No. 2/
1961"), which is the Kuwait Commercial Law; Law No. 36 of 1964 ("Law
36/1964") which regulates commercial agencies; Law No. 37 of 1964 ("Law
No. 37/1964"), which regulates public tenders; Law No. 43 of 1964 ("Law
No. 43/1964"), which regulates commercial imports; and Law No. 32 of
1969 ("Law No. 32/1969"), which sets out licensing procedures.
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1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED
Articles 26 and 27 of Law No. 2/1961 provide that no foreign company
may carry out commercial activities except through a Kuwaiti merchant as
agent or with a Kuwaiti participant or participants owning at least fifty-one
percent of the entity's capital. ' Articles 543-618 of Law No. 2/1961 define
the rights, duties and liabilities of commercial and representative agencies,
"commission agencies," brokerages, and "contract agencies." Article 571
defines a commission agent as "one who undertakes, in exchange of re-
muneration, to carry out in his own name any legal disposition on behalf of
the principal." Article 591 defines a contracts agent as one who "undertakes
in a specified area of activity, against a remuneration, to continuously en-
courage the conclusion of contracts in favor of the other contracting party."
2. NATIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
All foreign businesses operating in Kuwait require a Kuwaiti agent. Under
Law No. 43/1964, commercial imports may be made only by companies
licensed by the Ministry of Commerce. Such licenses are granted only to
Kuwaiti individuals, to companies all of whose partners are Kuwaiti, and to
share and limited liability companies having at least fifty-one percent Kuwaiti
ownership.
Kuwait exempts from this requirement only imports of fruits, vegetables,
livestock, goods imported by foreign diplomatic personnel for their own use
and goods imported by the government and its administrative bodies. A Ku-
waiti agent or partner is also required for sales to, or the performance of
contracting services for, the government under Law 37/1964, as amended.
Public tenders are required for contracts exceeding 1000 Kuwaiti dinars. A
foreign company cannot bid unless it has a Kuwaiti agent or partner pursuant
to an authenticated contract.
Article 1 of Law No. 36/1964, pertaining to the regulation of commercial
agencies, requires that commercial agents be real or legal persons of Kuwaiti
nationality. Such a Kuwaiti company must be at least fifty-one percent Ku-
waiti-owned.
3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
Law No. 36/1964 conditions the validity of an agent's registration upon his
having a direct relationship with his principal. Thus a sub-agent in Kuwait
appointed by a general area agency would not be legal. Kuwait excepts from
this prohibition the use of an agent connected to a principal's local official
representative if "it is attested that the latter does not conduct distribution
business [in Kuwait]."' 8 A general area agent may be used if he is Kuwaiti.
7These requirements do not apply to a foreigner carrying on a "simple occupation" or "small
business" as defined in article 20 of Law No. 2/1961. Examples of such occupations, which are
labor-intensive, are peddlers and petty shopkeepers.
'Law No. 36/1964, art. 2.
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Article 593 of Law No. 2/1961 provides that only one "agent of contracts"
may be utilized by the principal in a specified area of activity and that the
agent may represent only one person in any specified area of activity. Article
594 provides that such an agent is entitled to a fee for transactions concluded,
even if the agent is not involved in the transactions. In contrast, article 580
provides that a commission agent is entitled to remuneration only when he
concludes the transaction entrusted to him.
4. PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT
Law No. 36/1964 requires commercial agents to be Kuwaiti regardless of
whether goods or contracting services are being purchased by the private or
public sector. Most procurement in Kuwait is, in fact, carried out by the
government.
5. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
As noted above, Law No. 37/1964, as amended, requires foreign firms
selling to the government to have a Kuwaiti agent or partner. Government
departments and ministries are required to purchase by public tender for
contracts in excess of 1000 Kuwaiti dinars, and only those firms represented
by a Kuwaiti agent or partner may bid.
6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Article 3 of Law No. 36/1964 requires that the Kuwaiti agent appointed by
a foreign company apply for registration of his commercial agency with the
Ministry of Commerce within two months after his appointment. Foreign
firms may not bid on public tenders unless represented by a Kuwaiti agent or
partner under an officially authenticated contract.
After registration, the Registrar of Commercial Agencies publishes in the
Official Gazette the names of agent and principal, their nationalities, the
goods or services covered by the agreement, the duration of the agency, the
registration date, the territory involved, the trade names used, and the loca-
tion of the head offices of both principal and agent.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
Law No. 36/1964 conditions the validity of the agency upon the existence
of a direct relationship between an agent and his principal. If a Kuwaiti agent
is related to a foreign general area agent of a foreign principal, registration is
conditioned upon proof that the foreign agent does not distribute his
principal's products within Kuwait.
8. PENALTIES
Article 10 of Law No. 36/1964 provides that any foreigner who conducts
commercial agency business in violation of the law will be subject to up to
three months imprisonment and/or a fine of at least 100 Kuwaiti dinars.
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Law No. 36/1964 punishes a Kuwaiti agent's failure to notify the Ministry
of Commerce of the revocation or expiration of his agency agreement. Arti-
cle 9 of this law punishes such failure with a fine ranging from 50 to 500
Kuwaiti dinars.
Article 11 of this law imposes the same fine and/or up to one month's
imprisonment upon a person who willfully submits fraudulent information
to the Ministry of Commerce or "any official party" pertaining to the record
entry of the agency.
VII. Lebanon
A. Introduction
In general, commercial agents in Lebanon must be Lebanese citizens. In
practice it appears that Lebanon does not require a foreign company to ap-
point an agent in order to do business in Lebanon.
B. Laws Applicable
The legislation regulating commercial representatives is Decree No. 34 of
1967"' ("Decree No. 34/1967").
1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED
Article 1 of Decree No. 34/1967 includes within the definition of a com-
mercial representative both agents who carry out activities in their supplier's
name and agents who trade for their own account under an exclusive distribu-
torship arrangement. Individuals, partnerships or corporations may be
agents.
2. NATIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
Article 1 requires that a commercial representative "must be a Lebanese
citizen having a commercial establishment in Lebanon." It further provides
that:
[Wihen the commercial representative is a company, it shall be required:
a) With regard to private partnership and companies with limited liability: The
majority of partners shall be Lebanese citizens, the majority of the capital shall be
owned by Lebanese citizens and the person authorized to sign on behalf of the
company shall be a Lebanese citizen.
b) With regard to joint stock companies: The shares of the company shall be in
registered form, the majority of its capital shall be owned by Lebanese citizens, and
two thirds of the members of its Board of Directors, its General Manager or the
person delegated by the Chairman of the Board of Directors or the General Man-
ager for all or part of its management duties, shall all be Lebanese citizens."
"Decree No. 34 of 1967, as amended by Decree No. 9639 of 1975.
2 Decree No. 34/1967, arts. l(a)-I(b).
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3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
Article III of the Decree permits a Lebanese representative great freedom.
In addition to his agency, a representative may undertake commercial opera-
tions on his own account. He may also accept additional, nonconflicting
agency appointments without consulting his first principal, and he may ap-
point sub-agents.
Article IV of the Decree protects a representative from termination
without cause, notwithstanding the parties' agreement to the contrary. In
case of termination without cause, a representative is entitled to claim com-
pensation equal to his damages, including loss of profits. Similarly, an agent
is entitled to compensation for profits resulting from his efforts even though
his contract has expired under the agreement and has not been renewed.
4. PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT
The requirement that commercial representatives be Lebanese applies to
both private and public sector procurement.
5. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
As noted above, a commercial representative must be Lebanese. However,
Lebanon generally does not require a foreign company to appoint a commer-
cial representative.
6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Article IV of the Decree requires companies and establishments desiring to
act as commercial representatives to register with the Ministry of Economy
and Trade. Only Lebanese citizens may register as commercial representa-
tives. A company organized under the laws of a foreign jurisdiction is not
considered a Lebanese citizen, even if its majority shareholder is a Lebanese
citizen. In such a case, the Lebanese shareholder may register as a representa-
tive independently of the company.
In practice it appears that Lebanon generally does not require registration
of an agreement between a foreign company and its local representative. An
unregistered agreement, however, cannot be enforced against third parties
through the Lebanese courts. Therefore, to effectuate an exclusive represen-
tation clause in an agency agreement and prevent third parties from import-
ing goods covered by an agreement, an agency agreement should be recorded
in the Commercial Register of the Commercial Court.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
As indicated, there is no requirement that a local agent be appointed, or if
appointed, that he be registered. However, if an exclusive agency is contem-
plated, registration in the Commercial Register is necessary.
Payments of agent's fees need not be made in Lebanon, although the in-
come earned in Lebanon is taxable to the agent in Lebanon.
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8. PENALTIES
Article IV of Decree No. 34/1967 obliges a principal to pay damages to an
agent whose contract is terminated without cause. Similarly, an agent is en-
titled to compensation for his efforts which result in profits for his principal,
even though the term of his contract has expired and has not been renewed.
Article IV prohibits representation of a company which has not satisfied a
final judgment rendered against it. Further, such a company's goods may not
be cleared by the Customs Administration until it satisfies the judgment.
V111. Libya
A. Introduction
Libya has steadily decreased the importance of the private sector and
private commercial agents, and recent decrees have all but eliminated the role
of private commercial agents. All procurement is now controlled by public
sector trading companies. In all sales to the public sector, whether by com-
petitive bidding or negotiation, the supplier must have a public sector agent.
B. Laws Applicable
The main laws applicable to commercial agencies are Decree No. 40 of
1971 ("Decree No. 40/1971")2 and Resolution No. 73 of 1975 ("Resolution
No. 73/1975")."
The Resolution of November 3, 1975 mandates the use of a public sector
agent in any trading by a foreign company with the government, including all
its agencies. In addition, recent pronouncements of the General Public Com-
mittee have completely eliminated the role of all private commercial agents
and created a state monopoly for all importation into Libya. Today, there-
fore, no private commercial agents may legally operate within Libya.
1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED
Libyan law prohibits the activities of private commercial agents in Libya.
Law No. 87/1975 includes within the definition of commercial agency opera-
tions (i) commercial agency, (ii) commercial delegation, (iii) commission
agency, (iv) commercial representation, (v) distribution, and (vi) bro-
kerage and go-between. A person, whether an individual or a company, who
performs any of these operations falls within the definition of an agent.
2. NATIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
In the increasingly limited areas in which Libya has permitted private
agents to operate, Libya has required an agent to be a Libyan citizen or, if a
company, to be wholly Libyan-owned. Article 5 of Law No. 87/1975 pro-
2 Decree No. 40 of 1971, implementing Law No. 33 of 1971
2Resolution No. 73 of 1975, implementing Law No. 87 of 1975. ("Law No. 87/1975").
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hibits foreigners from acting as agents in any capacity. Article 4 of Law No.
33/1971 also requires that an agent be "fully qualified," not have been con-
victed of a trade-related offense, and not have been adjudicated a bankrupt.
3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
Article 7 of Law No. 33/1971 requires an agent to have a direct relationship
with his manufacturer or supplier, "unless it is proven that these companies
or firms do not distribute their products or services except through others."
Fees payable to public sector trading companies have varied from one to
ten percent depending upon the nature of the agent's services.
4. PRIVATE PROCUREMENT
Resolution No. 73/1975 defines commodities exclusively reserved to
public sector trading companies. Virtually all procurement in Libya today is
through the public sector, and the scope of private procurement is very lim-
ited.
5. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
Resolution No. 73/1975 designated various public sector trading compa-
nies as responsible for various commodities. More recent decrees have
created national trading monopolies for all goods. Today public sector trad-
ing companies theoretically have exclusive responsibility for all commodities.
Moreover, article 1 of the "Resolution of the Council of Ministers for
Government's Contracts with Foreign Companies" of November 3, 1975
mandates the use of public sector agents by providing that a Libyan organiza-
tion subject to the "Regulation on Government Tenders and Auctions"
... shall not conclude any contract with a foreign [enterprise] . . . unless [the
foreign enterprise has] as agent in the Libyan Arab Republic one of the [public
sector agencies].
In dealing with state entities, a public sector agent is needed. In many cases,
depending on the nature of the government entity that is purchasing, the
entity may act as its own agent. In such cases, no separate public sector agent
need be appointed. In other cases, a foreign supplier may appoint an agent to
promote its products and otherwise assist as necessary.
6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Decree No. 40/1971 sets out the registration requirements that have ap-
plied to private commercial agents.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
The Resolution of November 3, 1975 appears to mandate the appointment
of a public sector agent before a foreign company may conclude any contract
with a Libyan public sector entity.
Initially, Libya's implementation of Law No. 87/1975 was very inconsis-
tent. Private sector commercial agents increased their activities in the first
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year or so after the promulgation of Law No. 87/1975, and there have been
instances of private agents importing for the Libyan government products
specifically reserved to public sector agencies. Moreover, Libya's govern-
ment departments have not uniformly insisted on appointment of a public
sector agent by a foreign company.
The trend, however, is toward more vigorous implementation of these
laws. In at least one recent case, a government department negotiated a con-
tract directly with a foreign business, agreed on a price, and then insisted that
the foreign seller appoint a public sector agent. As a result, the foreign seller
could not include the agent's fee in the selling price. With the recent complete
ban on private commercial agents, more vigorous and uniform implementa-
tion of Libya's agency laws can be expected.
In theory nothing prevents a government department from repudiating a
contract with a foreign company at any time because of its failure to appoint
a public sector agency. Such repudiation could occur even though the depart-
ment did not initially insist upon use of an appropriate Libyan intermediary.
It is unlikely, however, that a government department will repudiate a con-
tract which it has directly sought.
8. PENALTIES
Libyans acting as private commercial agents in violation of Law No. 33/
1971 and Law No. 87/1975 are subject to fines equal to the amount of the
contract and five years' imprisonment.
Foreign companies and their employees are theoretically subject to the
same penalties. In addition, Libya may annul a foreign company's con-
travening contract and prohibit the foreign company from dealing with the




The policy of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is to encourage the transfer of
technology and expertise to Saudi nationals. The regulations governing the
operation of foreign business in the Kingdom favor Saudi participation in
foreign business ventures. A foreign person doing business in Saudi Arabia
generally must have a Saudi partner or agent.
B. Laws Applicable
The laws regulating commercial agents are Royal Decree No. 11 ("Decree
No. 11/1962")23 and recent regulations governing the relationship between
foreign contractors and Saudi agents issued under Royal Decree No. M/2,
21/1/1398 (1978) ("Decree No. M/2/1978").
2320 Safar 1382 (1962).
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1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED
Decree No 11/1962 provides that only Saudi citizens, either natural or
juristic, may be commercial agents. Commercial agents generally carry on a
range of activities. The term also includes brokers, intermediaries, and con-
sultants.
2. NATIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
Article 1 of Decree No. 11 / 1962 prohibits non-Saudis from acting as com-
mercial agents in Saudi Arabia. Furthermore, article 1 also requires that
Saudi companies acting as agents be wholly Saudi-owned and that all direc-
tors authorized to sign for the company be Saudis. In addition, the Foreign
Capital Investment Code2" permits the issuance of licenses to foreign business
only for "economic development projects," entailing a burdensome show-
ing. As a result, the general rule in Saudi Arabia is that all imports for resale
into the Kingdom must be carried out solely through Saudi merchants and
agents.
The recently promulgated Decree No. M/2/1978 provides that a foreign
contractor which does not have a Saudi partner must have a Saudi service
agent. This Decree applies to contractors, architects, engineers and design
consultants entering into contracts with the Saudi Arabian government.
3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
Article 7 of Decree M/2/1978 requires that "[t]he relationship between the
Saudi agent and the foreign contractor shall be governed by a contract which
defines the obligations of both parties." A foreign contractor may have more
than one Saudi agent only if the contractor is engaged in "diversified activi-
ties." Under article 9, a Saudi agent may represent up to ten foreign contrac-
tors.
Article 8 limits the agent's fee to five percent of the value of the contract.
4. PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT
A Saudi agent is mandatory for all sales in Saudi Arabia. However, there
appears to be no requirement of an agent when direct sales from outside the
country are made to private or public purchasers.
5. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
Article 4 of Decree M/2/1978 prohibits use of an agent in "armament
contracts and related services" and in direct government-to-government con-
tracts. For all other government procurement, whether by competitive bid-
ding, negotiation or direct procurement, the foreign bidder must have a
Saudi partner or agent.
The policy embodied in Decree M/2's requirement of a Saudi partner or
Saudi service agent is reflected also in the provisions of the recent Tenders
2
'Royal Decree No. 65, M/4, 2.2.1399 (1979).
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Regulations." Article 1(d) of these regulations gives priority in dealing with
the government first to licensed Saudi individuals and companies and then to
establishments consisting of both Saudis and non-Saudis if the Saudi interest
in capital is fifty percent or more. Thus, apart from formal legal require-
ments, practical business considerations often favor association with Saudi
nationals.
6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Article 5 of Decree No. M/2/1978 requires that the agent must be a Saudi
national, residing in the country and having a commercial registration per-
mitting him to be an agent. The information necessary for entry in the Regis-
ter includes the agent's name, the nature of goods for which he will act as
agent, the principal's name, and the date and term of appointment.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
All bids on government contracts by a foreign contractor who does not
have a Saudi partner must be accompanied by a letter setting forth his Saudi
agent's name and address. Agency arrangements relating to a government
contract must be evidenced by a written contract specifying the services an
agent will provide and the compensation he will receive.
Article 10 of Decree No. M/2/1978 prohibits "the exploitation of in-
fluence or mediation" in agency arrangements.
8. PENALTIES
Any violation of the provisions of Decree No. M/2/1978 constitutes cause
to prohibit all further activity in Saudi Arabia by an offending foreign con-
tractor. An offending agent will have his registration withdrawn.
Decree No. 11/1962 provides for fines ranging from 1,000 to 5,000 Saudi
riyals and possible expulsion of the foreigner from the Kingdom.
X. Syria
A. Introduction
Unlike other socialist countries in the Middle East such as Algeria, Iraq,
and Libya, Syria's agency laws reflect a more favorable attitude toward the
use of private sector agents. Recent events suggest, however, that the Syrian
government is beginning to curtail the use of agents.
B. Laws Applicable
The laws governing foreign business operations, including agency agree-
ments, are Legislative Decree No. 151 of March 3, 1952, as amended ("De-
cree No. 151/1952"), and Communique No. BO/1/71 of January 6, 1958
("Communique No. BO/1/71"), and Legislative Decree No. 51 of Septem-
ber 30, 1979 ("Decree No. 51/1979").
2 Royal Decree No. M/14 of 7/4/1397 A.H.
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1. DEFINITIONS AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED
Article 18 of Decree No. 151/1952 pertains to commission agents, agents
distributing on their own account or on behalf of a foreign company and
"any other similar agencies." However, Syrian law distinguishes between
"agents," which have full power to bind their principals, and "delegates,"
which are essentially marketing representatives empowered to exhibit or pro-
mote a company's products, but not empowered to bind their principals.
Under Syrian law, a delegate (usually an employee but sometimes an indepen-
dent "contractor") is considered an employee rather than an agent. There-
fore he is not subject to the requirements of Decree No. 151/1952. A delegate
thus need not be a Syrian citizen.
The difficulty with such an arrangement is that the closer the powers and
duties of a "contractor" approximate those of an agent, the greater is the
danger that an agency will be found under Decree No. 151/1952. Clearly
limiting a contractor to essentially promotional and preparatory work and
denying him any authority to negotiate or conclude contracts will minimize
the danger of his being deemed an illegal agent.
The agreement with a contractor should specify his duties with great preci-
sion, making it clear that he lacks the full range of powers an agent may
theoretically enjoy.
Communique No. BO/I/71 requires a foreign company to indicate on all
documents the particulars of its Syrian agent or certify that it is not using an
agent in Syria.
Most recently, Decree No. 51/1979 was issued prohibiting the use of "me-
diators and brokers" in public and mixed sector transactions. Though the
precise meaning of "mediators and brokers" is not clear, the Decree serves to
put on notice companies using agents in public and mixed sector dealings that
such arrangements could be found invalid. This Decree is apparently an at-
tempt to enforce ethical business practices and reduce payments to middle-
men.
Beginning prior to the issuance of Decree No. 51/1979 Syrian letters of
credit have included a clause requiring the beneficiary to certify that it does
not have a commission agent in Syria. Although the present status of the use
of agents in sales to the public sector is still unclear, many government de-
partments apparently are requiring affidavits from foreign suppliers stating
that no agents have been used. If such a change has not been effected already,
indications are that Syria is moving towards a prohibition of the use of agents
in a manner similar to Libya or Algeria. " ,
2. NATIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
Article 21 of Law No. 151/1952 requires a Syrian agent to be:
"Since Law No. 151/1952 permits the use of agents, there has been speculation that changes in
this law in the near future may curtail the use of agents. Whether Decree No. 51/1979 constitutes
the anticipated change, is yet to be determined.
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a person of Syrian Arab nationality having an effective residence in the area of the
agency and registered in the Commercial Registry . . . or a commercial company
incorporated in the Syrian Arab Republic having an office or branch in the area of
the agency, and where all partners or shareholders shall be of the nationality of the
Syrian Arab Republic having an office or branch in the area of the agency.
3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PRINCIPAL
Article 20 of Decree No. 151/1952 requires that an agent applying for
registration must be directly connected with his principal. However, article
20 provides that the Ministry of Economy and Foreign Trade may authorize
the "registration of an agent connected with a general agent whose authority
covers several countries." Nevertheless, it appears in practice that Syria will
not permit a foreign company to appoint a foreign agent who in turn appoints
a Syrian subagent.
4. PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT
The foreign company has a choice of whether to use an agent.
5. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
There are indications that Syria may prohibit use of agents in public sector
dealings. Certification is often required that no agent was involved in a sale to
a public sector entity. Although Syrian law presently does not prohibit a
foreign company from using an agent, Decree No. 51/1979 prohibits a for-
eign company's use of "mediators and brokers" in transactions with govern-
ment entities. No definitive ruling has yet been made as to the definition and
scope of these terms. Similarly, the clause regarding agents in recent Syrian
letters of credit suggests that in the future, Syria may prohibit use of agents in
public sector sales. Many government departments have required an affidavit
from foreign companies stating that no agent has been used in their dealings
with the department. Decree No. 51/1979 prohibits persons acting on behalf
of a public entity from "accept(ing) mediators and brokers" in dealings with
foreign parties.
6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Article 19 of Decree No. 151 / 1952 mandates that agents register their agen-
cies with the Ministry of Economy and Foreign Trade. Required information
for this registration includes a principal's name, location of his head office,
his country of incorporation, and information identifying his agent, includ-
ing his Commerce Registry number. A copy of the agency agreement, accom-
panied by a certified Arabic translation, must also be submitted.
7. AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATIONS
Communique No. BO/1/71 requires a foreign company to identify its Syr-
ian agent on all invoices and other documents. An importer of goods into
Syria needs the agent's special registration on all import license applications
or must declare that no agent is employed. Such a declaration must be certi-
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fied by a Chamber of Commerce in the exporting company's country and by
the Syrian consulate. It must specify that the company has retained no agent
in Syria, that no general area agent covers Syrian territory, and that no com-
mission has been paid to anyone with respect to the goods.
8. PENALTIES
Article 32 of Decree No. 151/1952 provides for fines between 250 Syrian
pounds ("4 .S.") and S .S. 10,000 on both principals and agents who carry
on commercial business in Syria without first complying with the registration
requirements. Article 33 imposes additional fines upon both foreign compa-
nies and Syrian agents for violations of the agency law.
Article 39 of Decree No. 151/1952 provides for the cancellation of registra-
tion or suspension of activities of foreign companies contravening the re-
quirements of Syrian law. Article 40 of this law declares null and void any
secret agreement intended to evade the law.
Articles 3 and 4 of Decree No. 51/1979 punish both the "mediator or
broker" and any person working in the public sector who deals with such
parties.
XI. United Arab Emirates
The United Arab Emirates ("U.A.E."), a federation of seven emirates-
Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Fujairah, Umm Al-Qaiwain, and Ras
AI-Khaimah, was created in 1971. There is little federal regulation of com-
mercial activities, and the primary means of regulation remain the decrees of
the rulers of the individual emirates.
In 1977, the U.A.E. Supreme Council issued a ruling requiring at least
fifty-one percent local ownership for all trading and contracting firms
operating in the federation. An exemption exists, however, for all firms
working on contracts for the U.A.E. government or for a government of an
individual emirate. The law also exempts persons performing professional
services such as architects, engineers and consultants. By showing varying
degrees of willingness to give the ruling force of law, the emirates have
thwarted this attempt for a national policy.
The Ministry of Economy and Trade recently proposed the appointment of
a single agent for marketing a given foreign company's products throughout
the U.A.E. It is unlikely, however, that this proposal will be adopted due to
opposition in Abu Dhabi.
A. Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi imposes the most stringent requirements on foreign participa-
tion in local commercial activity. Citizens of the U.A.E. must own a majority
of the equity of all manufacturing and trading companies and agencies in
Abu Dhabi, except as exempted by the Ruler. In order to contract with the
government, a foreign company must have a local agent, born in Abu Dhabi.
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Contractors must have a local agent but apparently need not have a local
partner. Other foreign businesses may only open offices to do business in
Abu Dhabi as joint ventures with local equity participation of at least fifty-
one percent.
Law No. 11 of 1973, as amended ("Law No. 11/1973"), governs trade
agencies and requires foreigners to appoint a local agent registered in the
Registry of Abu Dhabi or Al Ain. Abu Dhabi restricts non-Abu Dhabi firms
from acting as agents for foreign firms. A local entity appointed as an agent
must be fully owned by citizens of Abu Dhabi.
Law No. 11/1973 implicitly requires a direct relationship between princi-
pal and agent. A foreign principal may have more than one agent in Abu
Dhabi, although not for the same product.
An agency agreement must be registered with the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry within two months of the date of the agreement.
Limits are placed upon commissions that can be paid to local agents by
foreign contracts companies. The law imposes a maximum commission of 2
percent for projects under $2.5 million, 1.5 percent for projects between $2.5
million and $13 million, and 1 percent on projects greater than $13 million.
Violation of Abu Dhabi's agency law may be punished by fines up to 1000
dirhams and/or three months in jail.
B. Dubai
Dubai does not require any local participation in foreign business en-
terprises. It does not require a foreign company to use an agent. In order to
open an office in Dubai, a foreign company must have a local sponsor, born
in Dubai, or provide a local bank guarantee of 100,000 dirhams.
C. Sharjah and Other Emirates
Sharjah and the other emirates do not have agency laws or other formal
rules governing agencies. The Ruler of each emirate may grant a trading
license to a foreign company if it has a local sponsor and maintains an ade-
quate office and staff.
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